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May/June, 2013 – The Magnetic Monster

A few days ago, after I got home from work, Gwyn and I sat in our 
living room eating dinner while sitting in front of the TV. It was one of 
those relaxing moments after a long, rather satisfying day – talking, 
laughing and enjoying a family moment. Eventually, I turned on an old 
science fiction movie on TCM, an old-movie channel on cable TV. The 
movie, "It Came from Outer Space" was playing, an old classic about an 
alien space craft  that  crash lands in the desert on Earth.  There is  a 
series of  unfortunate encounters and misadventures as  humans and 
aliens  increasingly  misunderstand  each  other.  Before  the  main 
character saves the day, humans and aliens nearly destroy each other, 
barely saved by the bell.

The  main  character,  John  Putnam,  played  by  1950s  actor  Richard 
Carlson, is a writer who is the only one to realize they are there. Then, 
when others - beginning with the sheriff - finally come figure it out, the 
main character is the only one who realizes that the alien mission is 
peaceful. Yet no one - to some extent, not even the hero - really is sure 
the aliens are telling the truth. All we know is that the aliens are really, 
truly  ugly,  and  that  their  appearance  alone  is  enough  to  frighten 
humans into violence.

Ultimately, Helen, the love interest in the movie, becomes a captive of 
the aliens - hostage to prevent humans from interfering with the aliens 
as they repair their ship. Eventually, after a final confrontation and a 
come-to-your-senses moment, we all realize that the aliens mean us no 
harm. They simply need to make repairs and hit the interstellar road.

The next movie, I didn't keep on as I needed to get a bunch of writing 
done that evening. It was another in the Richard Carlson film festival, 
called "The Magnetic  Monster."  This  was one of  the first  movies  to 
explore the dangers of unchecked nuclear experimentation. Along the 
lines of Michael Crichton, it explores exotic science that goes wrong - 
in this case nuclear experimentation creates a substance that wants to 
consume everything living around it.

So  what  are  we  doing  now  that  barks  up  this  same  tree?  Are  we 
creating new magnetic monsters today, as we speak? Do we have any 
idea of the consequences of even the most benign experiments? Within 
medical, weather, energy, space - what could go wrong and somehow 
create a monster?

We have already created a number of monsters. Some of them we have 
contained back within their cages. Some we still don't agree on their 
existence.  It  appears  that  we have  recognized the  dangers  of  ozone 
depletion  and corrected  our ways, probably  just  in time.  Yet  like the 
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sheriff in "It Came from Outer Space," who didn't 
believe the aliens were real until it was almost too 
late, we still don't all see that global warming is a 
serious  threat.  One  only  has  to  read  the  book 
"Collapse," By Jared Diamond to get a good feel for 
the consequences of this oversight.

Segue to one of the topics of this blog and the focus 
of  my  column,  The  CE4  Corner.  The  biggest 
mystery  -  one  which  I  don't  think  any  of  us 
understand - is the presence of the close encounter 
phenomenon.  We  really  don't  understand  what's 
going on behind the scenes. In recent weeks, I have 
gotten calls from several more experiencers around 
the  country.  I  have  found  that,  far  from  some 
claims I have heard that abduction is decreasing, to 
me it appears to be on the rise. 

This  week  especially,  several  male  experiencers 
have  called  me.  They  seem  to  be  sensible,  level 
headed sorts, not the type to make things up. Yet 
ultimately, each one tells me how no one believes 
them  when  they  describe  their  experiences.  Like 
John  Putnam  in  "It  Came  from  Outer  Space," 
nobody believes them - until perhaps it's too late. 
Like Putnam, the appearance of ETs in our midst is 
at  first  a mystery they carry alone,  unbelieved by 
anyone else. Mystery becomes a burden as people 
in  the  movie  start  disappearing.  Increasingly, 
Putnam bears a responsibility to prevent calamity. 

Like John Putnam, many experiencers appear to be 
trusted  with  a  truth,  something  that  they 
understand  yet  almost  everyone  around  them  is 
unable to grasp. Perhaps humanity as a whole is not 
ready to receive the message, or perhaps the right 
medium hasn't yet been found. But somehow, their 
job is to bring the mystery to light. 

Often,  experiencers  bear  a  burden  of  warning. 
Deeply  implanted within the person’s  psyche is  a 
message  of  alarm  about  careless  abuse  of  nature 
and  the  squandering  Earth’s  resources.  Recent 
messages stress how moving out of harmony with 
the  environment  is  a  recipe  for  disaster.  It  is  a 
theme  ubiquitous  among  experiencers.  Whether 
part  of  an  alien  psychological  experiment,  a 
deliberate  warning  to  humankind,  or  something 
else entirely, it appears to be a focused message of 
peril.  And  like  Putnam,  the  experiencer  must 
convey this message to an unbelieving world.

How the phenomenon will ultimately reveal itself, I 
certainly can't predict. Yet from what experiencers 
tell  me,  it  is  not  something  we  can  easily 
understand. In the words of Carl Sagan, "Aliens are 

alien."  Their  ways  are  not  ours.  Maybe  like  the 
aliens  in  “It  Came  from  Outer  Space,”  they  just 
need to fix their ship and be off. But the UFO/CE4 
phenomenon  seems  much  too  massive  and  all-
pervasive  for  that.  We  are  not  a  brief  accidental 
repair stop on their way. For whatever reason, we 
are the deliberate object of their visit.

In  "It  came from Outer  Space,"  the  leader  of  the 
aliens tells us we are not ready for contact. To meet 
us in the open would only result in destruction. I 
suspect that this message is nearly as true today as 
it was in 1953. Perhaps that is why they - whoever 
they are - still come in the dark of night, merging 
through the bedroom walls, or picking us up along 
country  roads.  Perhaps  that  is  why  they  seem to 
employ cloaking devices that allow them to fly over 
metropolitan areas with few to no-one seeing them. 
Yet increasingly, people do.

I have noted that those who do observe anomalies 
over  populated  areas  appear  to  be  those  with  a 
reasonably high degree of psychic abilities. Many of 
them are  experiencers,  sensitive  or  in  other  ways 
"blessed" by the extraordinary. Like John Putnam, 
they can see that visitors are here. And the numbers 
of those witnesses appear to be increasing.

So ultimately, are we to follow in the footsteps of "It 
came from outer space" and narrowly avoid one of 
many possible forms of disaster? Or are we to take 
the path of another movie and create a radioactive 
monster?  Even  though 1953 has  long  since  come 
and  gone,  the  movies  of  that  day  portray  valid 
points to this day. “The Day the Earth Stood Still,” 
George  Pal's  classic  "War  of  the  Worlds"  remake 
and other prescient sci-fi movies of the early 1950s 
further  brought  home  the  ideas  of  the  mysteries 
and perils of contact. Probably far into the future, 
they  will  remain  beyond  the  edge  of  our 
understanding.

So  for  now,  keep  your  eyes  on  the  sky,  on  your 
compasses  and  on  your  Geiger  counters.  If  the 
aliens don't get you, the Magnetic Monster might be 
lurking just around the corner.

Brazil On The Brink?  
By Billy Cox, Apr. 29, 2013

http://devoid.blogs.heraldtribune.com/13731/brazil-on-the-
brink/?tc=ar 

Imagine 10 Pentagon officials from every branch of 
the  military,  including  the  Secretary  of  Defense, 
agreeing to pow-wow for 75 minutes with civilian 
UFO  researchers.  Imagine,  at  the  end  of  that 
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meeting, in an ostensible show of good faith — or 
maybe it was just window dressing, who knows — 
the brass actually concedes the civilians may be on 
to something. And it agrees to give them access to 
some of the most contentious UFO records on file. 
Well, change the venue from the U.S. to Brazil, and 
that’s exactly what happened in Brasilia on April 18, 
according to A.J. Gevaerd.

As editor of Brazilian UFO Magazine, Gevaerd has 
been  covering  The  Great  Taboo  forever  in  South 
America’s biggest country, and he has sources out 
the wazoo. He also works amid a radically different 
cultural climate; Brazil’s Ministry of Defense is far 
less reluctant to speak on the record about UFOs 
than  its  American  counterparts.  In  fact,  Gevaerd 
writes,  the  unprecedented  4/18  meeting  was  the 
MoD’s direct response to a letter emerging from the 
4th World UFO Forum in Brasilia last December, 
which called for more data-sharing with civilians. 
The  ufologists,  or  the  Brazilian  Commmittee  of 
UFO  Researchers  (CBU),  also  pressed  for  joint 
civilian-military  study  of  The  Great  Taboo.  Some 
600  people  attended  that  conference,  which 
featured 30 speakers from a dozen countries.

Gevaerd is  joining Steve Bassett’s Citizen Hearing 
on  Disclosure,  which  kicked  off  today  at  the 
National Press Club in Washington. De Void, who 
actually  works  with  a  mainstream  corporate 
newspaper, will monitor press coverage from afar. 
Which is  too bad, because Gevaerd is  one guy I’d 
like to meet. Lots of questions on this end, not the 
least  of  which  concern  the  credentials,  or 
credibility,  of  the  half  dozen  CBU  transparency 
advocates  with  whom  the  MoD  agreed  to  meet. 
How,  De  Void  wonders,  did  the  MoD  attain  its 
comfort level with these folks? And, by extension, 
De Void wonders, who in this minefield would our 
own Pentagon feel confident enough to join such a 
discussion in the U.S.?

No  such  expectations  are  being  raised  by  this 
week’s Citizen Hearings. And perhaps the confab in 
Brasilia was just a PR stunt after all. The MoD has 
not committed to the CBU’s call  for  a joint-study 
program,  and  Brazilian  Air  Force  Col.  Alexandre 
Spengler told the CBU that their requests for UFO 
data were “turned down … due to the fact that the 
information … either  did not exist  in  our  files  or 
contained  national  security  issues.”  The inference 
here is  that  valid national security matters  would 
continue  to  be  an  obstacle  to  transparency.  But 
Spengler’s  statement  didn’t  square  with  this  note 
sounded by military spokesman Ari Cardoso who, 
at the same meeting, stated, “MoD’s general rule is 

to  make  all  UFO  documents  accessible  to 
researchers … It is a matter of time until the CBU 
has access to what it is requesting.”

Among  the  many  files  CBU  members  want  to 
examine  concerns  “Operation  Plate,”  an 
investigation  into the  1977-78  wave  in  northern 
Brazil.  Supposedly  documented  with  stills  and 
footage,  this one involved reports of UFOs diving 
into bay waters and literally burning eyewitnesses, 
many  of  whom  were  photographed  by  military 
investigators;  in  fact,  one doctor  claimed to  have 
treated 40 victims, two of whom died. If true, this 
one  has  profound  national  security  implications, 
and  it’s  difficult  to  imagine  the  MoD  wanting  to 
open this can of worms.

Yet,  for  whatever  reason,  this  meeting  did  occur, 
not  even  two  weeks  ago.  And  it  didn’t  have  to. 
Brazil’s MoD could’ve taken the easy way out, stuck 
with  the American model,  and said  nothing.  One 
wonders  what  it  would  take for  the  U.S.  military 
establishment  to  merely  pay  lip  service  to  the 
obvious,  that  something  weird  and  audacious  is 
unfolding in our own skies, and we can’t do squat 
about it.

DISCLOSURE, CONFIRMATION, 
AND “SMOKING GUNS”

By William I. McNeff, MUFONMN ASD

Those of us who are interested in UFOs have been 
looking for some form of government confirmation 
that  UFOs  are  real  and  are  extraterrestrial. 
Thousands  of  pages  of  government  documents 
about UFOs have been released under the Freedom 
of Information Act (FOIA), and while they reveal a 
lot  about  UFOs,  none  of  them  quite  amount  to 
confirmation.   The  question  is,  what  would  be  a 
“smoking  gun”,  an  item  which,  when  released, 
would  represent  such  strong  evidence  that  the 
reality  of  UFOs  and/or  extraterrestrials  would  be 
firmly  established  in  the  public  mind?  Recently, 
David McDonald, the new Executive Director of the 
Mutual UFO Network (MUFON), the UFO research 
organization that I belong to, went over to Paris to 
meet  there  with  the  heads  of  European  UFO 
research organizations.   In case you missed it,  he 
wrote  the  following  in  the  April  2013  MUFON 
Journal (excerpted from a longer article): 

 “There was way more to that Paris meeting than 
most of you are aware…While in Paris many eye-
popping things were revealed to me.  I was asked 
not  to  discuss  them  until  they  were  formally 
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released...You  see,  in  the  period  just  after  World 
War  II,  there  was  a  tremendous  amount  of  Top 
Secret data shared with our European allies.  One 
document  that  I  saw with  my own eyes  involved 
Roscoe  Hillenkoetter,  former  head  of  the  CIA…
Prior  to  1947,  Hillenkoetter  was  the  Defense 
Attache  to  France.   His  document  discusses  the 
reality of UFOs and their implications for National 
and  World  defense.   This  document  has  been 
thoroughly  examined  by  civilian  and  government 
experts  and certified  as  Authentic!   Furthermore, 
two other  documents  are  undergoing authenticity 
evaluation  and  are  expected  to  be  certified  as 
authentic.  One is signed by Franklin D. Roosevelt 
and discusses the retrieval of a crashed UFO in the 
very early forties.  The other is signed by Harry S 
Truman  which  once  and  for  all  establishes  that 
Roswell happened and where the craft and bodies 
were taken.”

“So,  my  fellow  MUFONians,  strap  in  tight.   IF 
TRUE,  this  could  be  the  ride  of  our  lives.” 
(Copyright 2013 by the Mutual UFO Network, 262 
Wilmer Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45226)

The Director also wrote that  how this is  going to 
end  remains  to  be  seen  and  there  is  always  the 
element  of  risk  when  tightly  held  secrets  are  at 
stake.   In other words,  one or more governments 
may object and these releases may be cancelled.

In  the  past  I  have  written  about  the  fairly  large 
amount of available physical evidence of alien craft 
and  extraterrestrials,  in  spite  of  the  erroneous 
claims of some that there is no physical evidence. 
For  example,  there  is  the  Brazilian  (Ubatuba) 
magnesium;  the  formerly  molten  aluminum 
collected  by  John  F.  Schuessler,  M.  S.  from  the 
alleged crash site in Aurora, TX; very unusual DNA 
obtained in an alleged ET encounter in Australia, 
and DNA obtained in the Mexican Starchild case by 
Lloyd Pye.  Some of the best evidence that an item 
is  extraterrestrial  would  be  that  it  contains 
elements  with  a  ratio  of  isotopes  that  differ 
significantly  from  the  terrestrial  ratios.   There  is 
strong  evidence  that  this  is  true  of  the  Brazilian 
magnesium.   A piece of that same magnesium also 
has  a  crystalline  structure  which  earthly 
metallurgists  do  not  know  how  to  produce,  per 
Jerome  Clark’s  UFO  Encyclopedia.   It  was  my 
privilege recently to view a video of a presentation 
at the IUFOC by Dr. Roger Leir and Steve Colbern, 
a scientist who is working with him.  Colbern is an 
“Expert  with  carbon  nanotube  technology, 
controlled  atmosphere  tube  furnaces,  and  sol-gel 
chemistry.”   He  is  in  “Who's  Who  in  America, 

Who's Who in Science and Engineering, and Who's 
Who in The World, 2007-2011”.  Leir and Colbern 
presented detailed analyses of the over a dozen so-
called  implants  that  have  been  removed  from 
patients  under  Dr.  Leir’s  supervision.   They have 
found  three  basic  types  of  implants,  made 
predominantly  of  1)  iron,  or  2)  ceramic,  or  3) 
organic materials.  I was initially surprised to learn 
that the iron implants are meteoric iron.  This could 
be evidence that  those patients  who had these in 
their bodies had been struck by a meteor or a small 
piece of one, but this would required denying the 
stories of some patients that show a connection to 
abduction by aliens, and ignoring or explaining the 
unusual  structures that  have been found in  these 
implants,  which  include  carbon  nanotubes!   A 
reasonable explanation for the meteoric iron would 
be  that  aliens  visiting  from  some  distant  planet 
would  not  bring  warehouses  of  materials  with 
them, but as needed would mine asteroid belts or 
planets  along  the  way.   Or  it  could  be that  their 
home  planet’s  only  convenient  source  of  iron  is 
meteoric iron.  But the most important point about 
these implants are that several of the materials used 
in  them  have  isotopic  ratios  differing  from  the 
earthly ratios, and that these ratios are what would 
be expected from locations closer to the center of 
our  galaxy.   This  is  thus  “double  evidence”  that 
these  materials  are  extraterrestrial,  and  a  clue  to 
where they come from!

Dr. Leir said at the conclusion of their presentation, 
“If you are looking for the ‘smoking gun’, here it is.” 
I  believe  he  has  excellent  support  for  this  claim. 
Authentic  documents  signed  by  Admiral 
Hillenkoetter  and  by  Presidents  Roosevelt  and 
Truman should also be considered “smoking guns”, 
in  fact  they  would  constitute  government 
confirmation  of  the  reality  of  UFOs  and/or 
extraterrestrials.  This, then, would be a whole new 
“ball game”; and the question of what are the goals, 
purposes and activities of the ETs would come to 
the fore.  That, my friends, is the BIG question.  As 
an  optimist,  and a  person  of  faith,  I  believe  that 
ultimately, in the last analysis, this should be good 
news for the human race.  Good planets appear to 
be hard to find, and the fact that ours has not been 
taken over by one or more ET races indicates that 
the bulk of ETs are not unfriendly.  In any case, we 
may well be in for “the ride of our lives.”
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Former politicians convinced alien life 
exists and it has visited Earth 
By Dan Friedman, May 4, 2013 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/aliens-exists-
pols-article-1.1334951?localLinksEnabled=false 

The Paradigm Research Group, whose goal is to end 
a 'government-imposed truth embargo surrounding 
an  extraterrestrial  presence,'  paid  six  former 
lawmakers  $20,000  apiece  to  preside  over  the 
'Citizen  Hearing  on  Disclosure.'  Many  of  the 
political figures were convinced that some form of 
alien life had come to our planet.

WASHINGTON – We are not alone.

That is  the conclusion of two former members of 
Congress  who  heard  five  days  of  testimony  this 
week  about  supposed  UFO  landings  and  a 
government conspiracy to cover them up.

Asked  if  he  now  believes  the  government  is 
suppressing  the  truth  about  visits  by 
extraterrestrials,  former  Sen.  Mike  Gravel  (D-
Alaska) said, “Very much.”

"The testimony was convincing," he told the Daily 
News.

Former  Rep.  Roscoe  Bartlett  (R-Md.)  said,  ‘If 
everybody here is telling the truth, there is  pretty 
compelling  evidence  that  at  least  some  [UFOs] 
didn't come from [Earth].’

Former Rep. Merrill Cook (R-Utah) said aliens were 
the best explanation for the claims of UFO sightings 
made by witnesses.

“There's  an  implication  for  which  one  of  the 
answers  has  got  to  be  an  extraterritorial  origin,” 
Cook said.

The Paradigm Research Group – which is dedicated 
to ending the “government-imposed truth embargo 
surrounding an extraterrestrial presence” – paid six 
lawmakers $20,000 each to preside over the week-
long  “Citizen  Hearing  on  Disclosure.”  The  group 
videotaped  the  proceedings  for  presentation  in  a 
documentary at a later date.

Former Rep. Lynn Woolsey (D-Calif.) found some 
of  the  UFO  claims  ‘a  little  out  there,’  but  the 
testimony  she  heard  shows  the  need  for  a  more 
open government.

The  other  four  lawmakers  who  heard  testimony 
offered  more  cautious  views  about  alien  life,  but 
none of them ruled it out.

"The Air Force has admitted there were 701 UFOs 
that  they  could  not  identify.  So  the  presence  of 
unidentified flying objects is obvious," said former 
Rep. Roscoe Bartlett (R-Md.). "If everybody here is 
telling the truth, there is pretty compelling evidence 
that at least some of them didn't come from here."

But when pressed, Bartlett said he wasn't sure if the 
claims he heard were true.

Former Rep. Merrill Cook (R-Utah) said aliens were 
the best explanation for the UFO sightings made by 
witnesses.

"I'm a scientist and I know how far away the closet 
star is,  and unless they know something we don't 
know, I have trouble understanding how they could 
get here," he said.

Former  Rep.  Lynn  Woolsey  (D-Calif.)  said  she 
found  some  claims  at  the  hearing  "a  little  out 
there." But she said the testimony, at a minimum, 
shows the need for a more open government.

The witnesses this week included former Air Force 
personnel who insisted they had knowledge of UFO 
visits and self-styled investigators and researchers 
who  recounted  sightings  that,  they  said,  had  no 
earthy explanation.  

The  Paradigm  Research  Group  is  the  same 
organization  that  filed  a  petition  on  the  White 
House’s  “We  the  People”  website  in  2001  urging 
President  Obama  to  “formally  acknowledge  an 
extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race.”

The petition received more than 50,000 signatures 
and an official White House response:

“The U.S. government has no evidence that any life 
exists outside our planet, or that an extraterrestrial 
presence has contacted or engaged any member of 
the  human race.  In addition,  there  is  no credible 
information to suggest  that  any evidence is  being 
hidden from the public’s eye.”
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Intellihub to Launch UFO Investigation 
In Denver By JG Vibes & Shepard 

Ambellas, May 2, 2012
http://intellihub.com/2013/05/02/intellihub-to-launch-ufo-

investigation-in-denver/ 

Local reporter Heidi Hemmat, Fox 31, has brought 
forth some heavy information to the general public 
after interviewing a local man that has filmed flying 
objects on camera.

DENVER - Intellihub.com’s, Shepard Ambellas, will 
be  in  Denver  May  6-12,  investigating  local  UFO 
sightings. This comes as a follow-up to a local Fox 
31 investigation that already confirmed widespread 
sightings of a UFO in the skies over Denver, even 
getting  a  shot  with  their  own  cameras.  However, 
both NORAD and the FAA told Fox 31 that there 
was no unusual activity in the area at the time.

The videos of  this  sighting have been verified for 
authenticity and all experts asked so far agree that 
this clearly qualifies as a UFO.

Unnamed witnesses have come forward with video 
and still pictures of the aircraft, and have explained 
to reporters that the aircraft flew across the same 
area a few times a week, over the course of many 
weeks, always showing up at the same time in the 
middle of the afternoon.

According to the news report:
    “We wanted to verify the video we saw was  
legitimate and not doctored in anyway.  
    So our photojournalist set up his camera in the  
same spot,  and shot video from just before noon  
until  just  after  1:00  p.m.  He  also  captured  
something unexplained on video.  Aviation expert  
Steve  Cowell  is  a  former  commercial  pilot,  
instructor and FAA accident prevention counselor.
    He thought he would have a logical explanation,  
until  he  watched  the  video.  “That  is  not  an  
airplane,  that  is  not  a  helicopter,  those  are  not  
birds, I can’t identify it,” he said. He also told us  
the objects are not insects.
    He said he knows of no aircraft that flies as fast.  
He  did  tell  us  there  is  one  other  possibility.  
“Perhaps there’s some sort of debris that is being  
raised up by some of the atmospheric winds.”
    But in his professional opinion, “As it fits the  
definition, it’s an unidentified flying object.”

The possibility of extraterrestrial contact has been 
pondered for ages but in recent history there has 
been an incredible amount of public interest in the 
topic.

Accounts  of  UFO  sightings  and  alien  abductions 
have  been  on  the  constant  increase  since  the 
beginning of the 20th century.  Until  recently the 
discussion  of  extraterrestrial  life  has  been  a  very 
underground topic.

In the beginning of the 21st century the sightings 
and  other  evidence  that  supports  extraterrestrial 
life became staggering.

The  scientific  community  has  even  been  making 
incredible progress in the search for life supporting 
planets and alien organisms.

It  is  possible  that  these  sightings  in  Denver  are 
actually secret military aircraft, but according to the 
news report, all of the military agencies who were 
questioned deny any  activity  in  the area  at  these 
specific times.

As  usual,  any  information  that  comes  from  any 
government  agency  should  be  heavily  scrutinized 
and taken with a grain of salt.

The article also states that:
    “The FAA tracks all air traffic in Colorado and  
across the country. The FAA sent us a statement  
that says, “We`ve checked with air traffic control  
and no one has had any reports of the activity you  
described…nor  have  any  of  our  employees  
observed anything of this nature either visually or  
on their radar displays.”
    The  North  American  Aerospace  Defense  
Command is located in Colorado Springs. It keeps  
an eye on the skies in case of an air attack against  
the United States.
    NORAD sent us this statement, “Our Command  
Center  reviewed  their  records  and  they  did  not  
have  any  noted  air  activity  in  the  Denver  area  
during the times you indicated.”
    The man who brought the video to our attention  
believes the UFOs are launching and landing near  
56th Ave. and Clay Street in Denver. A Map shows  
only homes in the area.”

As  to  whether  this  aircraft  originates  from  this 
planet or not, that is still unsure.

However, either way this is still an important story 
to keep up on, and an important thing for people to 
look  out  for,  especially  in  Colorado  where  these 
sightings are apparently happening every few days.

Reporter  Heidi  Hemmat  has  said  in  a  follow-up 
addition to the original report that her journalistic 
integrity  has  even  been  questioned  due  to  her 
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covering  this  story.  Although  she  has  presented 
only facts and has followed op with experts, this is 
not enough for a certain percentage of the general 
public.  In Hemmat’s follow-up broadcast 2 weeks 
later which aired on Fox 31 she put a call out to the 
public  stating,  “We  have  also  heard  from  people 
that  have  told  us  we  need  to  go  out  there  and 
triangulate this shot, that we need to get a couple 
different cameras and put them in different places 
and then we can know for sure if it’s a UFO. So if 
anyone out there wants to help us let me know”.

So  that’s  just  what  Shepard  Ambellas  with 
Intellihub.com  is  going  to  do.  Ambellas  is  the 
founder  and  director  of  the  popular  alternative 
news website, radio talk show host and filmmaker 
who plans to assemble a professional team to help 
aid Fox 31's Heidi Hemmat, to get to the bottom of 
this once and for all.

Ambellas  plans  to  direct  the  full-scale  UFO 
triangulation  investigation  between  the  dates  of 
May 6-12 in and around Denver Colorado. His team 
will consist of himself as well as Chris & Sheree Geo 
(experienced  researchers   talk  show  hosts)  and 
possibly  an  astronomy  expert  from  the  local 
University. Ambellas will also be bringing top of the 
line  film  equipment  to  capture  the  UFO  in  high 
speed and definition.

Note: If you or anyone you know has information 
on this subject, please contact us at: tips@intellihub.com. 
Anonymous welcome.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=90nxPOBdADA 

Sources:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90nxPOBdADA 
http://intellihub.com/about-us/staff-writers-contributors/shepard-
ambellas/ 

Much ado about — say WHAT?!
by Billy Cox , Apr. 25, 2013

http://devoid.blogs.heraldtribune.com/13720/much-ado-
about-say-what/ 

After a mercifully brief encounter on the front end 
of the 1995 Fox Network “Alien Autopsy” hoax (too 
long and depressing to revisit here), De Void broke 
out in hives earlier this year when  Ambassador to 
the Universe guru Steven Greer started pounding 
the publicity drums for an upcoming documentary 
featuring  a  portentious,  Fudgsicle-sized  cadaver 
with a space alien-looking head. Trailers clearly led 
viewers to conclude the creature was Not Of This 

Earth, but I’m thinking: Oh no — no no no. Go find  
another fool. Not me, jack. Not this time.

Is it possible for a 6- to 8-year-old human being to 
stand  just  six  inches  tall?  If  only  this  thing  had 
space alien DNA …/CREDIT: “Sirius”

But  the  other  day,  shortly  after  its  Monday 
premiere in Los Angeles and before it was yanked 
off the Internet, De Void managed to catch Greer’s 
film, “Sirius,” and it’s the damnedest thing I’ve ever 
seen. The corpse, that is. And I wouldn’t have put 
any  stock  in  the  results  had  two  Stanford 
researchers,  Dr.  Garry  Nolan  and  Dr.  Ralph 
Lachmann,  not signed off  on it.  The little  bugger 
apparently has human DNA and it’s not a fetus. But 
it  has  only  10  ribs,  where  the  invariable  human 
standard  is  12.  “Most  interestingly,”  writes 
Lachmann, whose resume includes UCLA School of 
Medicine  professor  emeritus  and 
radiological/clinical  investigator  for  the  Cedars-
Sinai  Medical  Center  Genetics  Institute’s 
International Skeletal Dysplasia Registry, “based on 
knee epiphyseal standards, the specimen appears to 
be 6-8 years of age.”

Can you dig it — a six-inch tall second-grader? So 
De Void queried Nolan, who reiterated the creature 
is  human and not simian.  Still: What the hell? “I 
suspect the answer is going to lay in epigenetics and 
non-coding DNA,” Nolan added in an email,  “but 
we will have to wait” for more tests. And check this 
out:  Nolan,  who’s  looking  to  publish  in  a  peer-
review  journal,  isn’t  getting  much  grief  from 
colleagues.  “I  have  had  nothing  but  the  best 
reaction from peers so far. As soon as they see the 
specimen they are ‘all over it’,” writes the professor 
of microbiology and immunology. “I think scientists 
are more open to the possibility.  We just need to 
give them the safe circle in which to speak about it. 
As long as supposedly credible people are willing to 
suppress the giggle factor then that allows for more 
open  discussion.”  But  open  to  the  possibility  of 
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what?  The  mummified  corpse,  recovered  from  a 
Chilean desert and believed to have been dead for a 
century,  is  the  centerpiece  of  a  clever  — perhaps 
even  masterful  —  film  arguing  that  a  high-level 
coverup of UFOs and free energy is at the heart of 
America’s  train-wreck  democracy.  Assembled  by 
Emmy-winning  director  Amardeep  Kaleka,  what 
makes “Sirius” especially seductive is its absolutely 
spot-on  riffs  about  the  oozing  malignancy  of 
government  secrecy  and  the  endless  fortunes  of 
taxpayer  cabbage  being  fire-hosed  into  the  booty 
bags of military-industrial corporations.

And it’s all here, the whole kitchen sink, superbly 
edited, broken down into criss-crossing storylines: 
the  Federal  Reserve  Bank  conspiracy,  ancient 
astronauts in Renaissance art, the 9/11 “false flag” 
operation, the redemption of the Pons-Fleischman 
cold  fusion  data,  remote  viewing,  big  oil,  the 
Chilean cadaver autopsy, RFK gunned down in the 
Ambassador  Hotel,  his  doomed  brother  warning 
about  secret  societies,  MJ-12,  the  Bilderbergers, 
Tesla,  Gulf  Breeze,  the  Gulf  of  Tonkin,  Ben Rich, 
Hitler, ESP. This is the entire unified field theory of 
How We Lost  Our  Way.  And maybe  it’s  all  true, 
man.  You  can’t  even  decipher  how  many  ways 
you’re  getting  screwed  on  your  own  cable  bill 
anymore — think you know what goes on behind 
the  closed  doors  of  policymakers?  “Sirius”  makes 
Oliver  Stone’s  “JFK”  look  like  an  exercise  in 
minimalism.  In  fact,  this  two-hour  flick  is  so 
riveting — and not in a trippy,  jittery,  Tony Scott 
kind of way, this one is more solemnly paced — I 
wanted to blow my brains out in despair.

But wait a minute. Just wait. Out there. One small 
glimmer  of  hope  —  Ambassador  to  the  Universe 
Steven  Greer.  Haunted  by  existential  drama, 
framed  in  the  telescopic  cross-hairs  of  unseen 
squinting eyes for calling out “the kleptocracy of the 
petro-fascists,”  Greer  sees  through  the  ruse.  And 
yes,  as the foreboding score alerts us,  that makes 
him  a  martyr-in-waiting.  But  watch  now  as  he 
circumvents the banality of evil via human-initiated 
contact  with  extraterrestrial  intelligence,  or  CE-5. 
He calls it the “people’s disclosure movement.” The 
movement is growing, we are told, 1,150 teams in 
52  nations  now,  appealing  individually  and 
collectively for cosmic union to create what Greer 
calls an “entirely new macroeconomic order where 
scarcity becomes non-existent.”

This is one of the most effective recruiting films De 
Void has ever seen, and it  will  be shown again at 
next  week’s  Citizen  Hearing  on  Disclosure  in 
Washington. In a guest post for www.Crowdsourcing.org , 

which monitors online fund-raising trends for ideas 
supported  by  large  numbers  of  grass-roots 
stakeholders,  Kevin  Lawton  is  predicting  “Sirius” 
will  be  “the  break-out  event” for  a  new  business 
model  that  “allows  fans  to  participate 
economically.”  Author  of  The  Crowdfunding 
Revolution: How to Raise Venture Capital Using  
Social Media,  Lawton offers a brief  discussion on 
how  Team  Greer  used  personal  donations  and 
Kickstarter for ground-floor revenue. But the new 
twist  is  a  video-on-demand site  that  enables  fans 
who  help  propel  projects  like  these  into  viral 
behemoths  to  collect  commissions.  Democratized 
financial  incentives  for  investors  to  boost 
distribution  of  “Sirius”?  Whoa.  Anyhow,  bottom 
line,  audiences  who  tune  into  “Sirius”  will  be 
directed to Greer’s own CE-5 initiative at the end of 
the  film.  But  in  a  remarkable  omission  for  
something so thorough and complete, “Sirius” fails 
to  mention  Greer’s  tuition  fees  for  mastering  the 
CE-5 “Contact Protocols.” Getting a handle on those 
guidelines  requires  week-long  seminars; 
therefore, De Void is obliged to supply the pricing 
schedule:  $2,500  for  Beginners,  $995  for 
Experienced  Level,  and  $1,250  for  Student  Level 
(i.e., full-time students under age 26). It may sound 
a little pricey, but consider the alternative.  In the 
meantime,  let’s  hope  the  Chilean  cadaver, 
reportedly in possession of a Spanish caretaker, is 
under tight security. If they killed Kennedy, there’s 
no telling what they might do to this helpless little 
sucker.

Historic US Military Response To UFO: 
How Did It Affect Technology?
By Doc Vega, Dec. 21, 2012

http://www.ufodigest.com/article/historic-us-military-
response-ufo-how-did-it-affect-technology 

You would think that in our modern day variety of 
vast  conveniences  supported  by  the   massive 
technical steps that science has taken that we might 
know  what  events  influenced  our  meteoric 
development.  I  have  spoken  to  many  of  those 
involved  in  the  advancement  of 
telecommunications,  electronics,  and  military 
weapons who are quite sure that  the evolution of 
human development was not based upon our merits 
alone.

Human advancement aided from the unknown

Former  Physicist  Stanton  Friedman  as  well  as 
Military Science Advisor to President Eisenhower, 
Philip J. Corso both agree that US technical military 
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advancement  has  been  shaped  by  the  shadow  of 
UFO involvement.  Everything from our  efforts  to 
defend  ourselves,  to  mimicking  UFO  in  flight 
characteristics, to the application of advancements 
in  civilian electronics  has  been influenced by our 
forbidden dabbling in this taboo subject.

Early global defense systems

How  many  people  know  for  instance  that  US 
military made it’s first efforts at planetary defense 
as early as 1960 with Project Saint. This top secret 
defense program was the precursor of the Reagan 
Era “Star Wars Defense Initiative”. The system was 
designed  to  enter  orbital  altitude  and  seek  out 
foreign  vessels  considered  to  be  hostile  or 
unidentified and destroy them. According to Philip 
J. Corso in his book, “The Day After Roswell” this 
was  an  Army  project.  Marine  Major,  Donald 
Keyhoe, corroborated this finding in his 1973 book, 
“Aliens in Space” years before Philip Corso’s book 
hit the book stores in 1997.

Project Saint,  however was not the only planetary 
defense project  initiated by the US Army.  Project 
Horizon  called  for  our  military  to  maintain  a 
constant  presence  on  the  moon  long  before  the 
landing  of  the  Apollo  missions.  Spurred  by  large 
numbers of UFO sightings, harassment of Air Force 
Pilots by UFO’s, incursions reported at US missile 
and nuclear  facilities,  authorities  were  anxious to 
maintain an advanced outpost on the moon. There 
would  have  been  a  full  compliment  of  personnel 
constantly maintaining a presence on a moon base.

Project Blue Gemini was also launched during the 
mid  sixties  under  classified  blessing  of  the 
Pentagon. Using a more sophisticated system and 
better  vehicle  weapons  platform,  according  to 
Philip  J.  Corso,  a  counter  intelligence  captain  in 
World  War  II,  we  get  a  bizarre  insight  into  the 
unknown intentions of our armed forces leadership.

Opening Pandora's Box

Corso  claimed that  while  stationed  at  Fort  Riley, 
Kansas  he  saw  the  preserved  remains  of  alien 
bodies  in  a  blue  embalming  gel  that  had  been 
shipped by rail in a highly guarded container. One 
night  he  ordered  a  soldier  standing  guard  at  the 
secretive cargo storage area to take a break while 
Captain Corso himself stood by. Much to his shock 
and amazement, he says,  Corso opened Pandora’s 
box for a glimpse inside and never pried into the 
matter again until being ordered by his superior to 
once  again  delve  into  the  secret  world  of  the 

unknown  many  years  later.  Being  an  obedient 
officer,  Corso  put  the  gut  wrenching  incident 
behind  him  and  went  about  his  business,  tight 
lipped about what he’d seen until many years later.

Seeding alien technology to US industry

Corso  was  then  tasked  with  the  responsibility  of 
secretly  seeding  US  defense  contractors  with  the 
Roswell artifacts confiscated from the original crash 
site  in  New Mexico in  1947.  Mister  Corso credits 
many  of  our  technological  advances  in  stealth 
aircraft, fiber optics, circuit chips, electro magnetic 
propulsion, lasers, and linking the human brain to 
flight control, with the research that resulted from 
back  engineering  remnants  of  a  crashed  alien 
spacecraft in 1947 on rancher, Mac Brazel’s land. It 
was the efforts of Stanton Friedman and colleagues 
who  opened  the  investigation  into  the  forgotten 
Roswell  Incident,  and brought  the  hushed saucer 
crash into the public limelight.

I spoke with an electronics professor who taught my 
brother at a two year career school in the science of 
telecommunications. In this educator’s opinion who 
had  worked  for  Bell  Northern  Research  for  4 
decades  that  man  was  definitely  not  poised  to 
advance at the incredible speed with which we have 
achieved  in  the  last  half  of  the  20th  century. 
Corroborating Corso’s claims, and this I found out 
even though it  was  long before  Corso’s  book was 
published, the former Bell Northern professor was 
convinced that there was alien influence on human 
technology. This put us decades ahead lest we have 
plodded for a long time fruitlessly by trial and error 
until we had stumbled on what we take for granted 
today.  This  process,  he  explained,  would  have 
prolonged  our  present  day  advancements  for 
decades and held us back from enjoying many of 
our entertainment and communication devices we 
now use. 

US Air Force suspects alien presence

Much of the alarm over UFO presence not only in 
our world but in our solar system might have been 
spurred  on  by  a  memo released  by  an  Air  Force 
Lieutenant  in  1946  that  speculated  that  an 
extraterrestrial  civilization  might  already  be 
maintaining a base on one of  our remote planets 
and was launching operations aimed at earth from 
there. This was how they maintained their elusive 
methodology  so  successfully.  Donald  Keyhoe  had 
gotten hold of this piece of evidence. The Air Force 
quickly  disclaimed  this  shocking  evidence  by 
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announcing  to  the  press  that  the  memo  did  not 
reflect official US Air Force policy.

Interference with US defense capabilities

The sources for alarm over UFO presence in human 
aviation, defense, and nuclear activities was of more 
concern.  Watching  aerial  objects  striking  our 
missiles  with  beams  while  in-flight  on  film,  the 
controversial crashes of pilots chasing UFO’s, and 
the violation of forbidden air space over sensitive 
nuclear  plants  and  missile  bases  was  of  deeper 
concern  as  well.  These  incidents  convinced 
Pentagon  and  CIA  officials  that  countering  the 
growing threat was of utmost importance.

US Army overcomes technical disadvantage

According  to  the  late  Philip  Corso,  the  US  Army 
finally arrived at parody with the UFO presence in 
our strategic defense. Project HAARP was formed 
and  has  been  underway  for  some  time  now.  He 
described an elegant and undefeatable system that 
utilizes a launched ICBM with an adapted purpose. 
Boasting a multi-directional laser mounted in the 
nose of the missile, a high speed target acquisition 
capability, and its speed of deployment, the weapon 
can  knock  down  several  targets  with  incredible 
accuracy  and  quickness.  Once  this  program  had 
achieved viability and deployment, former captain, 
Corso  happily  reported  that  the  disadvantage 
suffered by the American military for decades had 
been overcome.

Thanks to efforts by Army research, we have finally 
arrived  at  a  method of  neutralizing  the  threat  of 
alien aggression to planet earth. All this achieved in 
secrecy  and  with  the  help  of  such  generals  as 
Nathan F. Twining and Arthur Trudeau, who made 
secret  research  efforts  possible  as  the  press 
threatened to expose it, or foreign powers tried to 
steal the technology, or competing branches of the 
armed forces fought for control of the artifacts.

It  is  a  sobering  realization  to  consider  when  so 
many  aspects  of  human  existence  have  been 
supposedly  affected  by  the  controversial  cloak  of 
extraterrestrial  threat.  Having risen above it,  and 
actually  reverse  engineered it  for  the  sake of  our 
survival as well as technical advancement in civilian 
society has made for a most compelling argument 
in evaluating the influences in human affairs. Many 
things we take for granted or are oblivious to may 
well have exerted a critical impact on mankind the 
world  over  right  under  our  collective  noses.  This 
epiphany arriving to us despite the long concerted 

efforts  at  government  secrecy  and  a  desperate 
contention from hostile alien technology.

Thank You!

On behalf of MUFON MN I would like to say Thank 
You to everyone who attended our 26th anniversary 
meeting last weekend!   (We had a GREAT turn-
out!!)    Thank  you  to  Lou  for  sharing  his  "crop 
circle" birthday cake with us, too.  For those of you 
who couldn't make it, we missed you. 
 
Our  guest,  author  Russ  Haywood,  presented  his 
views on "contact" and why he believes contact will 
be  a  NON-science  event,  due  in  part  to  the 
limitations  of  science.   He  also  noted  that  "new 
sensations  are  critical  to  new  thought."   (  ie: 
Someone who has had an experience with a UFO is 
more likely to be open to new ideas about contact 
and disclosure compared to someone who has not. 
Or, once a "skeptic" has an encounter they become 
a  believer.  New sensations  or  experiences  change 
ones  perspective.)  We  all  know  technology  has 
made  astounding  advances,  but  to  put  it  in 
perspective, Mr. Haywood said that the advance in 
technology in the next 100 years will be equal to the 
past  20,000  years!!   One  of  the  books  that  was 
quoted  from,  and  recommended,  is  "Proof  of 
Heaven:  A  Neurosurgeon's  Journey  into  the 
Afterlife,"   by  Dr.  Eben Alexander.   (available  on 
www.amazon.com)   Be sure to check out  "The End of 
Human Space" by Russ Haywood.
http://www.russhaywood.com/    
 
Being an anniversary meeting and April, Maynard 
shared with the group a copy of the April 7, 1952 
LIFE magazine, which proclaims on the front cover 
(upper  right  hand  corner)  "There  is  a  Case  for 
Interplanetary Saucers."   It is very rare to find a 
copy of this magazine, not for the wonderful article 
on flying saucers, but because of the iconic Marilyn 
Monroe picture on the cover!   A big thank you to 
another MUFON MN member, Tom Tulien and his 
Sign  Historical  Group,  for   making  this  article 
available on-line:  http://project1947.com/shg/csi/life52.html 

 
Maynard  also  brought  along  the  December  1958 
issue of  Science and Mechanics.   The entire front 
cover  of  this  issue  is  dedicated  to  "UFO-  An 
Objective Look at Unidentified Flying Objects."
 
MUFON  Life  members  and  long-time  members 
were  recognized  at  the  meeting.   Life  members, 
Maynard  Augst,  Richard  Freeman,  Mike  Harris, 
Lorna Hunter,  Bill  McNeff,  Dick  Moss,  and Dave 
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Ross.   Former  state  directors  Bob  Engberg  -  35 
years,  Dick  Moss  -  29,  Bill  McNeff  -  27.   State 
Section Director Lee Humble - 21, Bob Schultz - 20, 
Dean DeHarpporte - 18, Joel Henry and Steve Hero 
- 17 and State Director Craig Lang -16 years.   These 
people  were  honored  with  a  round  of  applause. 
Thank  you  Tom  for  providing  the  sound  system 
each month, and Bill for making the coffee!
 
Mike Knox gave a teaser to the May 11 MUFON MN 
meeting.  He will show the video of Alain Boudier's 
presentation  at  the  2013  International  UFO 
Congress  -  "3AF  Sigma  Commission  on 
Unidentified  Aerial  Phenomena."  (3AF  is 
Aeronautical & Astronomical Association of France, 
which  goes  the  next  steps  beyond  the  French 
COMETA reports.)   While Mike was in attendance 
at the IUFOC he had the opportunity to sit  down 
and speak with Mr. Boudier.  Mike will be sharing 
info from this experience with the group after the 
video.   Mike also shared a copy of a letter  which 
implies that President Eisenhower was about to go 
to the nation with proof of ETs in May of 1954!
 
May 6:  Lakes Area Paranormal Interest Group will 
meet in Waite Park, MN.   On the agenda is another 
video  from  this  year's  IUFOC  -  Dr.  Roger  Leir  - 
"Alien Implants - The Tip of the Iceberg."  Dr. Leir 
discusses his latest cases and is joined by scientist 
Steve  Colbert  who  has  subjected  the  implants  to 
extensive scientific testing.  http://www.lapig.org/ 

 
Again, THANK YOU to everyone who has attended 
the MUFON meetings throughout the past 26 years, 
and we hope you all keep showing up to keep the 
discussions interesting for the next 26!
  
Lorna
MUFON MN

Major free online collections of 
UFO journals

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread762746/pg1 

AFU Newsletter:   http://www.afu.info/newslett.htm 

Anomaly - John Keel: 
http://www.scribd.com/collections/2326181/John-Keel-s-Anomaly-
Newsletter   

APRO Bulletin 1955-73 :  http://www.openminds.tv/apro-bulletins/  

Archaeus:  
http://www.tricksterbook.com/Archaeus/Archaeus-
JournalIssues.html  

Arizona Skeptic Collection: 
http://www.discord.org/~lippard/Arizona_Skeptic/  
Index: http://files.ncas.org/eye.html 

Australian UFO Reports and Experiences newsletter (Robert Frola): 
http://www.ufoinfo.com/ufoicq/index.shtml 

Bent Spoon skeptical magazine:   http://thebentspoonmag.com/shop/  

Cincinnati Skeptics Association for Rational Thought newsletter: 
http://www.cincinnatiskeptics.org/newsletter/  

Civilian Saucer Investigations-LA Bulletins 1953-54 
http://www.project1947.com/shg/csi/index.html  (html) 

Continuum Magazine (1988-1999), by Paranet Information 
Services/Micap:   http://www.paranetinfo.com/published.html 
PDF archive:  http://min.us/mXS673PBn 

Cowflop Quaterley (Robert Todd) 
http://www.roswellfiles.com/storytellers/Todd.htm  

Creature Chronicles - Hominoid Research Group (formerly Hominoid 
Research), a division of the Ohio UFO Investigators League 1980- 
1984 (independent 1987-1991): 
http://blakemathys.com/creaturechronicles.html 

Desert Rat (Glenn Campbell - Area 51): 
http://www.ufomind.com/area51/desertrat/  
PDF archive (with kind permission of Glenn Campbell): 
http://minus.com/mbagSpncFT  

Disclosure Australia newsletters 
http://www.auforn.com/DisclosureP.htm  

EdgeScience [SSE]:  
http://www.scientificexploration.org/edgescience/  

Exopolitics Journal: http://www.exopoliticsjournal.com/  

Fountain Journal (Warminster UFO): 
http://www.ufo-warminster.co.uk/fountain_journal/fj_top.htm  

Inside Ufology newsletter (1987-1989, Jim Speiser): 
http://www.ufoera.com/articles/_ufo_articles_and_commentary_1.ht
m l 

International UFO Museum and Research Center at Roswell 
newsletter 
http://web.archive.org/web/20061213054951/http://www.iufomrc.or
g/newsletter.shtml 
http://web.archive.org/web/20030409193344/http://iufomrc.org/ne
wsletter.shtml 

Independent Researchers' Association for Anomalous Phenomena 
messenger newsletter:  http://www.iraap.org/messenger  

Israeli Center for UFO Research newsletter: 
http://www.oocities.org/icfufor/Pages/Journals.htm 

Journal of Alternative Realities (Australasian Society for 
Psychical Research and UFORUM): 
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~amilani/jour.html  (html) 

Journal of Anomalous Sciences 
http://www.thedimensionzone.com/hyper_link.htm 

Journal of Scientific Exploration 1987-2008 
http://www.scientificexploration.org/journal/articles.html 

Journal of UFO History:
http://www.nicap.org/jufoh/JUFOH_Index.htm 

Just Cause:  http://www.greenwoodufoarchive.com/ 

Magonia/MUFORG articles: 
http://pelicanist.blogspot.com/p/magonia-archive-contents.html 
http://magonia.haaan.com  

Magonia Supplement: 
http://www.users.waitrose.com/~magonia/contents.htm 
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http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread762746/pg1
http://www.lapig.org/


MUFON Journal 
http://web.archive.org/web/20120405015226/
http://www.theblackvault.com/wiki/index.php/Category:MUFON_Jo
urnals   
MUFON Michigan newsletter: 
http://mimufon.org/mimufon/newsletter-archive/  

MUFON Minnesota Journal: 
http://www.mnmufon.org/mmjpdfold.htm  

MUFON Missouri Journal: 
http://missourimufon.org/Newsletters.html 

MUFON Tennessee (Night Search magazine): 
http://www.nightsearch.net/nspages/nsmagazine.ht  

NICAP newsletters etc 
See "UFO Investigator" below 

Nordic UFO Newsletter: http://www.ufonorway.com.ar/archive/NUN/ 

Northern UFO News 
http://www.nufonews.co.uk/  
Currently unavailable, hopefully only temporarily. 
However, Jenny Randles and Robert Moore have kindly 
agreed to my uploading searchable copies of the 
scanned issues of Northern UFO News to a free file 
storage website at:   http://minus.com/mL1bI7wso/  

North Texas Skeptics newsletters: http://www.ntskeptics.org/past.htm 

Omni magazine:  http://archive.org/details/omni-magazine  
Torrent: 
http://www.bittorrent.am/download-torrent/8328600//0/OMNI
%20Magazine%201978-1995..html 
Index at:  http://omnimagindex.wordpress.com 

Paranormal Underground
http://issuu.com/paranormalunderground/docs  
Tables of contents at: 
http://www.paranormalunderground.net/site/category/magazine-
archive 

Paranthropology 2010-2012 
http://paranthropologyjournal.weebly.com/free-pdf.html 

Phenomena Magazine (MAPIT): 
http://www.phenomenamagazine.co.uk/#/back-issues/4571429617 

Philadelphia Association for Critical Thinking (Phactum 
newsletter):  http://www.phact.org/phactums.php 

Project Hessdalen Bulletin 
http://www.ufonorway.com.ar/archive/PHB  

Pursuit - SITU journal (Ivan T Sanderson) 
http://wisewiki.org/dl19  to http://wisewiki.org/dl27 
Details at: 
http://wisewiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=WISE+Digital+Library+
%28WDL%29 

Rational Examination Association of Lincoln Land (Martin 
Kottmeyer et al):  http://www.reall.org/newsletter 

Saucer Smear 
http://www.martiansgohome.com/smear 

Shadow of a Doubt (NCAS) 
http://files.ncas.org/newsletters/shadow-mz.html 

Skeptic,  The (AU) full set 1991-2010 
http://www.skeptics.com.au/publications/magazine 

Skeptical Adversaria (ASKE): 
http://www.aske-skeptics.org.uk/adversaria_archive.html 

Skeptical Intelligencer (ASKE): 

http://www.aske-skeptics.org.uk/Intelligencer_archive.html 

Skeptical Eye (NCAS) 
More recent:  http://files.ncas.org/eye.html 
Older issues:  http://files.ncas.org/newsletters/shadow-mz.html 

Skeptics UFO Newsletter (Klass)  Articles between 1994 and 1999: 
http://www.csicop.org/specialarticles/archive/category/the_skeptics_
ufo_newsletter 

South Shore Skeptics newsletters (1997): 
http://home.earthlink.net/~jimkutz/sss/newsletter.html 

SSE Explorer:  http://www.scientificexploration.org/explorer 

Sub Rosa:  http://subrosa.dailygrail.com/download.html 

SUNLite (Tim Printy) 
http://home.comcast.net/~tprinty/UFO/SUNlite.htm 

Tasmanian UFO Investigation Centre (Paul Jackson): 
http://www.users.on.net/~jacksonp51/tufoic/sight.html 

UFO Afrinews 1988-2000 
http://www.ufoafrinews.com/resources.html 

UFO Data 
http://www.ufo-data.co.uk/ufodatamagazinedownloads.htm 
A searchable version of that collection is at the link below, 
with the kind permission of UFO Data's Steve Johnson 
("MercuryRapids"):  http://minus.com/m6YZwNANz 

UFO Historical Review:  http://www.greenwoodufoarchive.com 

UFO Info (Warminster) 
http://www.ufo-warminster.co.uk/ufo-info/ufo-info_top.htm 

UFO Investigator (NICAP):  http://www.cufos.org/NICAP.html 

UFO Midwest magazine: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20120730233306/http://www.ufomidwes
t.com 

UFO Monthly: 
http://www.afu.se/Downloads/Magazines/United%20Kingdom/UFO
%20Monthly 

UFO News UK (Anthony James - 2001 to 2003) 
http://www.ufoinfo.com/ufonewsuk/index.shtml 
PDF archive (with kind permission of John Hayes): 
http://min.us/mIhEFymaD 

UFO-Norway News:  http://www.ufonorway.com.ar/archive/UNN 

UFO + PSI Magazine (Christian Pfeiler): 
http://www.ufoinfo.com/ufopsi 
PDF archive (w/permission of John Hayes): http://min.us/mlgtE0dul 

UFO Reporter (New South Wales) 
http://www.ufor.asn.au/pages/ufor/magazine/index.php 
Searchable PDFs:  http://min.us/m5Q25PHgW 

UFO Review (edited by Stuart Miller) 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070701121059/http://www.uforeview.
net 

UFO Roundup (Joseph Trainor):  http://www.ufoinfo.com/roundup 

Understanding (Contactee Daniel Fry newsletter), 1956-1989 
http://danielfry.com/daniels-writings 

Vestigia Newsletter (various issues from 1970s) 
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/Vestigia  
PDF archive:  http://min.us/mL8CVOKzS 
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Voice, The 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/67623642/The-Voice-Newsletter-UK-ET-
MC-Underground-Bases# 

Warminster UFO Newsletter 
http://www.ufo-warminster.co.uk/w_ufo_n/w_ufo_n_top.htm 

X Chronicles newsletter (Rob McConnell): 
http://www.scribd.com/xzoneradiotv/documents 

Zetetic Scholar 
http://www.tricksterbook.com/truzzi/ZeteticScholars.html 

-------------

For  up  to  date  information  on  MUFON  Minnesota 
meetings  and  agendas,  including  special  speakers, 
visit:   http://www.mnmufon.org/agenda.htm  or 
http://www.mnmufon.org/event.htm 

 MUFON Minnesota

State Director: Craig Lang (763) 560-1532
Assist. State Dir.: Bill McNeff (952) 890-1390

Field Invest. Coord.: Bill McNeff
Journal Editor: Joel Henry, PO Box 240631

Apple Valley, MN  55124
(952) 431-2426      E-Mail:   mmj@mnmufon.org

MN MUFON WEB PAGE

http://www.mnmufon.org - Joel Henry, Webmaster

MUFONET: 3.9777 Mhz Mon. at 7:00pm CST, 
Bob Shultz, Net Control

National MUFON Hotline
To report UFO news, sightings, etc. call (888) 817-2220 

The Minnesota MUFON Journal (MMJ) is a FREE 
publication available by internet only as a .PDF 

document.  If you send an e-mail request to: 
mmj@mnmufon.org  and I will add you to my e-mail 

notification list. Or you can just go to: 
www.mnmufon.org/mmjpdf.htm  where you can 

check for new issues from time to time.

If you know someone who would like the MMJ, but 
does not have e-mail or internet access, you may 

print out a copy of the MMJ and give to them as long 
as you do not charge for it. If you have news or 
editorial contributions you wish to submit for 

inclusion please direct your articles or inquiries to 
the Editor.

NOTE: Copyrights for the articles in this issue
are property of the originator(s) and/or their
assignee(s). Articles are reprinted here with

permission or are believed to be in the public
domain. Permission to use or reprint must be
obtained from the original articles author(s).
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